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SMOOTH SOLID RUBBER TOP
LAYER
Vulcanized rubber surfaces
with a smooth finish, for
indoor installation. Thanks
to its properties, under dry
conditions, the rubber
naturally ensures a
superficial grip, without any
need for additional
embossing.

AIR-CELL TECHNOLOGY
Air-filled chambers on the
bottom layer compress,
then expand, acting like
bowstrings and projecting
athletes up and forward.

CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER
Two different layers of solid
rubber with their own
formulations, vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless piece
of material.

ADVANCE VULCANIZED
TOUGH MEETS COMFORT

Advance Vulcanized is a multi-layered flooring made of vulcanized rubber. Its three layers have varying
degrees of hardness, and the combination makes it hands down the most durable multipurpose flooring
around.
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ADVANCE VULCANIZED

In basketball, support starts under the feet: the right energy return, stability and grip provide the perfect base for top
athletic performance. Advance Vulcanized combines three layers to meet all play needs, from practices to
championship finals.

Speed, agility and explosive leaping. Volleyball requires a high-end surface capable of supporting high-performance
play. That’s Advance Vulcanized.

 

BETTER GRIP MEANS BETTER PERFORMANCE

The performance layer is made of solid rubber that requires no finishes or surface coatings. It is designed to exceed
the toughest friction coefficient standards for high-level play and superior biomechanical performance.

 

LESS IMPACT, MORE COMFORT

The underlayer’s deformable geometric structure increases the flooring elasticity. This results in optimized foot
support, exceptional shock absorption and maximized energy return for superior comfort while playing.

 

MAXIMUM SUPPORT FOR HEAVY LOADS

The load disbursement layer enables Advance Vulcanized to withstand heavy loads, such as sports equipment,
bleachers, benches and tables.

DIMENSIONS

Thickness
8 mm

10 mm
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COLOR RANGE
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